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I woke up at 06:30 quite refreshed after a very quiet night. No 24 hours of light to keep me awake. 

The stern paddle wheel provides only a soothing rumble.

I had a light breakfast of fruit and cereal. My first duty was at 08:00 to report to the Chart Room to 

sign up for the 09:30 Pilot House tour. I found out that overnight we had traversed five locks and 

dropped down 67 feet.

I went ashore into a small park that was set up in preparation for a Blues Festival. I took some great 

photos of the American Queen.

The Pilot House was set about 200 feet back on this 418 foot boat that is 95 feet wide and displaces 

4,500 tons. The Pilot House is a secured area and can only be accessed with an escort. It is manned 

by two pilots who do six hours on and six hours off. How they can handle that sort of sleep cycle is 

beyond me. The pilots do all the steering. The Captain is just the boss, and he keeps his hands off the

controls.

In 1932 the US Army Corps of Engineers retired a steam-driven dredger. In 1992 that steam system 

was acquired and became the basis for the American Queen. The boat was designed around the 

steam engines and launched in 1995. The stern paddle wheel provides 70% of the propulsion. At the 

rear are two azimuth motors that add the remaining 30%. These “Zee” motors can swivel through 

360 degrees and are used for delicate manoeuvring such as docking or locking. In the bow are two 

36 inch bow thrusters. The ship is 99 feet tall with the funnels upright. With the funnels horizontal 

the ship lowers to 62 feet, but must get under 60 foot bridges. It does so by lowering the Pilot House 

on its scissor jack.

Navigation is aided by GPS, augmented by transponders on all commercial traffic. There is a radar 

system and a depth finder and controllable searchlights to find navigation markers.

The US Army Corps of Engineers maintains a channel of nine feet depth – we draw 8.5 feet – not 

much of a margin for error. The Coast Guard controls all the shipping and maintains the locks, the 

buoys and the navigation aids.

At 13:00 the Captain signalled his intent to cast off with a magnificent steam horn combination of 

one long, two short, one long and one short. I knew he was telling the Rain Gods to get ready.



I had a very light nibble for lunch and a cappuccino coffee.

In the Grand Salon at 13:30 there was a briefing on the optional paid excursions available and how 

to use the included Hop On – Hop Off (HOHO) coach system at the various ports of call.

At 14:30 I went to a lecture on the river system we are travelling. The Ohio is 981 miles long and was

carved by a glacier out of the sedimentary limestone rock. The rivers were the gateway to pioneer 

settlement. Key to this was the Louisiana Purchase of 1803. Thomas Jefferson bought a huge swath 

of territory from Napoleon when the 30,000 troops Napoleon had dispatched to Hispaniola to assert

his claim died from Yellow Fever. The cost to Jefferson was $15 million.

Heretofore, all the navigation had been from the north to the south following the river flow. In 1811 

the first steam boat pushed upstream. Seventeen states and two provinces are drained by the system

we are traversing.

Coal is the King on the Ohio. We have been seeing huge “tows” of several coal barges lashed together

by steel hawsers to create a “tow”. These are pushed upstream by a “towboat” to get the coal to 

power stations. The tonnages are mind-boggling. In summer in Ontario we benefit from the 

pollution from the Ohio.

There was a very cute lecture at 15:30 on Route 66. The fabled 2,500 mile highway from Chicago to 

Los Angeles that was a trip down memory lane. There was the Bunion Derby of March 1928 when 

275 contestants paid $100 to enter the contest to run from Los Angeles to Chicago to win a $25,000 

prize. Seventy-seven fell out on the first day, but 70 made it to Chicago. The run was extended to 

New York and 56 made it.

Route 66 figured in the Depression and the Dust Bowl, the latter being immortalized in John 

Steinbeck’s “The Grapes of Wrath”.

Route 66 succumbed to Eisenhower’s replication of the German autobahns in the 42,500 mile Inter-

State Highway system introduced in 1956.

But who can forget the Burma Shave ads introduced on Highway 66?

At 17:15 the Captain invited us to his Welcome Cocktail Party. There I met some people from 

Bakersfield, California, a couple from the Hunter Valley, west of Sydney, Australia, and the husband 

and wife team who would be this evening’s entertainment.



I was not that hungry so at 19:30 I grazed at “The Front Porch”, the buffet, relaxed dress eatery.

At 20:30 I reported to the Grand Salon to be bewitched by “Music, Magic and Mayhem”.

It had been a long day so I opted for an early night.
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